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There is a balm in Gilead
To make the wounded whole;
There is a balm in Gilead
To heal the sin-sick soul.
.

Sometimes I feel discouraged,
And think my work's in vain,
But then the Holy Spirit
Revives my soul again.
.

If you can't preach like Peter,
If you can't pray like Paul,
Just tell the love of Jesus,
And say He died for all.
.

There is a balm in Gilead
To make the wounded whole;
There is a balm in Gilead
To heal the sin-sick soul.
African-American spiritual

Since you last received this magazine most of you, I believe, have received your first COVID19 vaccination without incident. I was very pleased that after the initial teething problems
most people’s experiences have been positive. Well done Stockwell Good Neighbours!
Those who are unable to attend a centre because they are housebound or too unwell to get
to the vaccination centres can receive it at home, which some people have already. Great
news that all residents of care homes have been offered their first vaccination (unless there
are outbreaks of COVID-19) - a great milestone in protecting the most vulnerable people.
Nearly 9 million have received their first jab. Of course the pandemic remains in the news
and we hear of challenges and issues, but do not be deterred because we are heading in the
right direction.
Last week we saw a downfall of snow which started in Catford at 10.30. I had the pleasure
of walking in a local park, and despite the cold it was beautiful to be out in and see the snow
settling on the trees and grass and to watch the excitement and laughter of children who were
all wrapped up playing and sledging in the crisp, new snow. As most of you are aware
unfortunately on my return into my driveway, I slipped on the ice coming down like a ton of
bricks and hurting my side, thank you everyone for your kind wishes, I am now a lot better
and ready to resume my tap-dancing career! A few hours later the snow had either
disappeared or become dirty and sodden, and there was very little evidence of it left. My
friend and I said it was like a dream but a welcome change that lifted most people’s spirits
for a while. I think during this time of restriction and monotony for many of us, when we are
indoors such a lot, a change is what we need.
Let’s try adding a change to our days to help lift spirits. Last night I spent a few hours at a
birthday zoom session on the computer with friends where we took part in a murder mystery
evening. We dressed up and tried to play the role of different ridiculous characters, and we
laughed and laughed. I realised that there hadn’t been so much laughter lately and this was
a great tonic.
There’s a lot of coverage about the benefit of laughter, and of course being isolated often
means we are spending much longer on our own and not connecting with others so the
opportunities for laughter is often less now, whereas children often laugh hundreds of times
a day. I’m not sure we laugh very much at all. It is thought that laughter has the power to heal
and renew. It can help mood, help you forget your pain, protects you from the effects of stress
and even strengthens your immune system, as well as releasing endorphins which promotes
a sense of wellbeing. Most importantly it lightens our burdens. These days there are laugh
yoga classes and laugh therapy groups, maybe one day we can try them together!

Laughter is contagious as we know, and often when one person starts to laugh then others
do too. Have you been watching some of the old sitcoms? Steptoe and Son, Rising Damp,
Love Thy Neighbour, Bless This House, The Cosby Show, I Love Lucy, George and Mildred
and Sister Sister. Most people have their favourites. I recall my parent’s favourites being
the Two Ronnies and Morecombe and Wise. Try doing something silly, share a joke or a
funny story (send them in). They say laughter is the best medicine, so even though
sometimes at the moment it seems in short supply let’s give it a go and make an effort to
bring more laughter into our lives. It often starts with a smile.
As we continue to bring a little sunshine, we really want to hear from you, our magazines
will be pretty boring unless you continue to send in your original stories, share a special time
with us, or tell us about something funny that happened to you. Let’s hear your Desert Island
Disc favourites. Share your thoughts and feelings about the last year, write a poem or prayer,
tell us about your family, your church, your memories and your jokes. This week I have sent
you a new bingo ticket (we have had a claim on the last one, with the person winning £10)
and a stamped address envelope to make it easy for you to send in your contributions of
material. Please do. Thank you so much to all who have contributed so far, I really
appreciate it.
I’m glad so many of you were able to watch Arthur Childs funeral on YouTube. There was a
very fitting tribute to him presented by his son; yes indeed, a lovely, humble, kind gentleman.
We have heard that Hermine’s funeral will be on the 24th February and will be live streamed
for us to watch at home. No news of Susan’s funeral yet. As they were both trustees of our
club, we aim to present the club and families with a framed photograph of them with an
inscription. We keep all the members of the club in our thoughts and prayers and I’m aware
many of you are struggling with health issues some related to COVID-19.
Please Zoom with us on a Monday at 11am ID 86847562052 Passcode 424690 or if you
send me your email, I will send you the link which is often easier. Also check out our website
www.stockwellgoodneighbours.org to find out more and look back at old magazines. Take
care everyone and keep laughing! Lesley
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Daniel is a student at a local sixth form college who is
pleased to be able to share some reflections with you

Manifesting Greatness

The closure of schools (on-site) has been a significant battle for me, and I trust it
has also been for many others as well. Although, I believe that we can view the
Pandemic as being a message from God. Collectively, we need to be more
reflective of our actions and our thoughts.
Despite the enormous amount of stress which the Pandemic has caused, it has truly
accompanied numerous positives. It has permitted many individuals to partake in
new activities which would not have occurred without the Pandemic.
I strongly believe that manifesting events in your life can significantly affect your
overall attitude and behaviour. Recently, I have been attempting to create
manifestations which can reflect in having a positive mindset. Strangely enough,
doing so has encouraged me to keep striving towards my goals. Previously, I was
not particularly keen with being optimistic about anything in my life, and this
contributed to many negative results.
The Pandemic has made me reflect on the cynical traits I used to have and has
allowed me to make changes. Life is too short for us to be continuously viewing
everything negatively. Negativity would lead to negative results. While positivity
would lead to positive results. If the Pandemic is significantly lowering your self –
esteem, and is placing you in a dark place, then try to be optimistic about your
future. Be positive! It would definitely be hard but thinking positively can help you
massively.
I really hope this inspires you to be more optimistic through ambitious
manifestations. As they can be acceptable once in a while; to act as a motivational
tool. If you require further help, then reach out to someone who can provide you
with the support you need. There are various individuals out there who are willing
to help others through these tough times. Talk to someone. You are not alone.
I trust you would all have a superb day, Daniel.
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World Day of Prayer for the Sick, 11th February
Almighty God,
you know that we are surrounded by many great dangers,
and because of our human frailty
we cannot withstand them.
Give us health of mind and body
so that we who suffer under sin
may overcome and win the victory in you;
through your Son, Jesus Christ our Lord,
who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit,
one God, now and forever.
Amen
Gregorian Sacramentary, 8th Century, Historic Collect for the Fourth Sunday after the
Epiphany, Translation © 2016 Paul C. Stratman

Prayer to Heal a Sick Friend
Think, O God, of our friend who is ill, whom we now
commend to Your compassionate regard.
Comfort them upon their sickbed, and ease their suffering.
We beg for deliverance, and submit that no healing is too
hard for the Lord, if it be His will.
We therefore pray that You bless our friend with Your loving
care, renew their strength, and heal what ails them in Your
loving name. Thank You, Lord. Amen.
PrayWithMe.com

Praise the LORD, my
soul, and forget not all
his
benefits—
who
forgives all your sins and
heals all your diseases,
who redeems your life
from the pit and crowns
you with love and
compassion Psalm 103:2-4
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Pegasus Choir
We are running our community choir digitally and have singers coming
together every Monday from around the world. All the information can
be found on https://www.eventbrite.com/e/pegasus-opera-companysdigital-community-choir-tickets-114263505220 where you can register.
We are sharing this information with local organisations and
community groups now. We change repertoire every term and always
have a mix of musical theatre and opera. Currently, I believe the choir
are working on music from Sister Act and Carmen.
Meet on zoom
The Zoom meeting happens every Monday with the choir practice taking
place from 7-8 with some time to catch up with a new community of
friends for the last 30 minutes.
Dear All, It’s a great pleasure putting together this newsletter,
and the best bit is hearing what you have been doing, learning a bit
about your lives, getting your puzzles and jokes, reading your poems,
prayers and stories, and seeing your pictures. If you are a bit shy
don’t worry, you can be anonymous if you let us know that’s what
you want. Look forward to hearing from you. Thank you, Amy

Stockwell Good Neighbours lead organiser: Lesley
email lesleyaallen@btopenworld.com Tel. 07729 785843
To make SGN original contributions
(your words, not your money!): Amy
email 1000AQ@googlemail.com Tel. 07847 799791
Your contributions make all the difference… please, please share

Never throw mud: You can miss the target
But your hands will remain dirty
Dorothy Parker

Thanks to a friend for this:

Smarties; Quality Street;
pear drops; Mars bar;
chocolate buttons; (Terry’s)
all gold; Marathon; mints;
Roses; gobstopper

1.Wise guys and know-alls
2.Where refined people live
3.Fruit falls
4.Where mums go for a drink?
5.Coat fasteners made with cocoa
6.100% precious metal
7.A race of endurance
8.Royal producers of money
9.Everyone would like a bunch of these
10.Used to quieten a chatterbox

1.The passage of the year was first reckoned (probably more than 6,000
years ago) using which object in the sky?
2..Which 1960 Chairmen Of The Board hit single has ‘time’ in the title?
3.Who wrote the book Hard Times?
4.Where was the passage of time marked by bells?
5.Which European country introduced days of ten hours of a hundred
minutes of a hundred seconds between 1793 and 1805?
6.Who sang the James Bond theme tune We Have All The Time In The
World?
7.The three main types of longcase clock are grandfather, granddaughter
and what?
8.Which TV series features a Time Lord as its eponymous lead character?
9.Who sang The Times They are A Changin’ in 1964?
10.Which Pope gave his name to the calendar first introduced in 1582,
which is now the most commonly used around the world?
1.Moon; 2. Give Me Just a Little More Time; 3.Charles Dickens; 4.On board a ship;
5.France; 6.Louis Armstrong; 7.Grandmother; 8.Dr.Who; 9.Bob Dylan; 10.Gregory

Name That Sweet

Thanks to the person who sent in this suggestion:

Changing Fashions…

1950’s

2020’s
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Have you ever wondered why there
is a Water Lane in Brixton? Or why
there is a building called the Boat
House in West Norwood? The
reason is the river Effra, which runs
under your local streets.

Brixton’s Lost
River

The river Effra starts its course at Upper Norwood Recreation ground (from springs
in what was once the Great North Wood), and is joined by other tributaries in Brixton.
It then flows under Brixton Road, then Kennington, and enters the Thames near
Vauxhall Bridge, although until the middle ages when it was diverted, the river ran
through grounds belonging to Bermondsey Priory, entering the Thames at Walworth.
The upper part of the river was just a stream unless there was heavy rain, although
from Brixton Road to the Thames it was wider -possibly 12 feet across and 6 deep.
Another stream which rose in Brockwell Park joined near Effra Road, where it ran
through what was Effra Farm. It was probably the farm which gave the river its name
– before the late 18th century it was known as ‘the Shore’, ‘the Wash’, or ‘Brixton
Creek’.
From Brixton to the Thames the Effra was an open sewer by the 1800’s, sometimes
flooding into nearby streets, and in the mid-19th century was covered over- although
it sometimes continued to flood until improvements in the 20 th century. (It did flood
parts of Norwood in 2007!)
There are stories of Queen Elizabeth I
sailing up the river in a barge, and Cnut
The Great navigating the river as far as
Brixton during the Danish Conquest of
England around 1016.
In Victorian times a coffin from West
Norwood Cemetery was found floating
in the Thames, carried down the Effra,
after the ground under the grave was
eroded.
.

Trickling, citing, cling, clink, icing, licit, lick, licking, nick,
nitric, rick, ricking, tic, tick, ticking, tickling, trick, tricking
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How many words of three or
more letters, each including the
letter in the middle, can you
make from this diagram? There
are up to 18, including one nine
letter word

Where the Effra enters the Thames

I I T
K C N
G R L

More recently, pavement plaques in
different designs have been placed
at points over the course of the lost
river – something to look out for
when we are able to get out and
about again.
5

Joy comes With the Morning
For his anger is but for a moment, and his favour is for a lifetime. Weeping may tarry for the night, but joy comes with the morning
Ps30:5

Do not say, 'It is morning,' and dismiss it with a name of yesterday. See it for the
first time as a new-born child that has no name
Rabindranath Tagore
When you arise in the morning, think of what a precious privilege it is to be alive to breathe, to think, to enjoy, to love
Marcus Aurelius
This is a wonderful day. I’ve never seen this one before

Maya Angelou

Before me in the planned shape of this day
I look for unexpected surgings of new life.
Around me in the people whom I know and love
I look for unopened gifts of promise.
Within me in the familiar sanctuary of my own soul
I look for shinings of the everlasting light.
Before me, around me, within me
I look for your life-giving mystery, O God,
Before me, around me, within me. AMEN.
Philip Newell

Happiness
So early it's still almost dark out.
I'm near the window with coffee,
and the usual early morning stuff
that passes for thought.
When I see the boy and his friend
walking up the road
to deliver the newspaper.
They wear caps and sweaters,
and one boy has a bag over his shoulder.
They are so happy
they aren't saying anything, these boys.
.

.

I think if they could, they would take
each other's arm.
It's early in the morning,
and they are doing this thing together.
They come on, slowly.
The sky is taking on light,
though the moon still hangs pale over
the water.
Such beauty that for a minute
death and ambition, even love,
doesn't enter into this.
Happiness. It comes on
unexpectedly. And goes beyond, really,
any early morning talk about it.
Raymond Carver

In the morning, O Lord, I will
direct my song and my prayer
unto You and will look up
Ps 5:3

The night has passed, and the day lies open before us;
let us pray with one heart and mind.
As we rejoice in the gift of this new day,
so may the light of your presence, O God,
set our hearts on fire with love for you;
now and for ever.
Amen
Opening prayer for Tuesday, Church of England

